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NEW WAVE OF GERMAN TERROR IN OCCUPIED YUGOSLAVIA

Details of a new wave of German terror in occupied Yugoslavia
have just been received by the Yugoslav Government in London.

To terrorise the population of Occupied Serbia the enemy is continuing the

systematic annihilation of leading citizens, giving these out as reprisals for

attacks on German soldiers or authorities. Here are a number of examples of

German crimes:-

Between December 9 and 13, 1942, more than 3,000 innocent persons were arrested

in Belgrade as supporters of General Mihailovitch, and on Christmas Eve 300 were

shot, on Christmas Day 3,000, and on Boxing Day 900 more, including 68 officers who

were in Belgrade at the time as prisoners-of-war on leave. So far the Germans have

published the names of only 350 of the victims, but other lists are to be published.

General Meissner, chief of the Gestapo, simply arrests people at random in

public places or in their homes, and such victims are shot without any trial, if

there is the least suspicion that they belong to General Mihailovitch's underground

organisation.

altogether, reports have reached London of the shooting of 27,000 persons in

Belgrade in the course of 1942. Conditions in the prisons are shocking. The

Gestapo packs its victims in small rooms in such numbers that they cannot lie down

and keeps them starved, so that large numbers die of sheer exhaustion* Sanitary

arrangements simply do not exist.

In all this terrorisation the Gestapo reveals a fiendish purpose, for their

choice is invariably of leading citizens and the best of the younger generation.
The Gestapo has also introduced provocatory methods, sending secret agents about

the country trying to trick people into revealing their true sympathies by making
collections of money in Mihailovitch's name. Those persons who give contributions

are listed, arrested, and shot.

Major Kalebitch, a chief constable of a county, has been shot. The accusation levelled
against him was that of collaboration with Mihailovatch; the collaboration consisted

in refusing to arrest and execute innocent civilians. It is stated on good authority
that before execution Major Kalebitch was tortured, by being stripped naked and

rolled over broken glass.

Numerous other reports go to show that the German commander in occupied Serbia,
has begun to carry out his recent threat to shoot one hundred Serbs for every act of

sabotage in their part of the country, and this terrorisation, as we have stated, is

directed primarily against leading citizens and youth. But besides the numerous

instances of systematic slaughter, there are individual oases of bestiality, such as

the case of a girl named Mileva Miyatovitoh, of Ivanica. A German military car

abducted her, she was raped en route, and then tossed out on to the road, dead.

The total figure of the Yugoslav sacrifice is appalling. The Italian Governor

of Montenegro recently stated, in a private conversation, that according to Italian

statistics the total number amounts at 823,000 persons, counting the Serbian

population alone. When to this deliberate destruction of life by the enemy we

add the hunger conditions prevailing in Serbia, Montenegro and Dalmatia, and the

number of deaths daily from starvation, we can obtain some idea of the horror

brought by the Axis New Order.
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